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Analytic theory of the infinite rigid hexagonal monolayer interacting with hexagonal substrate is developed.
The interaction potential is described by a Fourier series with up to six shells of the reciprocal cell vectors. It
is rigorously shown that energy of minimum structures is directly related to their symmetry, assuming a
decaying behavior of Fourier coefficients. Preliminary comparison with real systems of halogens and alkalis
adsorbed on metal surfaces is encouraging and indicates that the adsorbate-substrate interaction is one of the
main driving forces in the monolayer formation. The need of detailed ab initio calculations to obtain the
Fourier coefficients for different complex adsorption systems is emphasized. Our results indicate the impor-
tance of accurate description of the adsorbate-substrate interactions for quantitative theory of monolayer
epitaxy on well-ordered surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monolayers adsorbed on well-ordered substrates show a
wide variety of interesting behavior, such as rotational and
translation epitaxy, and have been of interest in experimental
and theoretical research for a long time.1 The detailed de-
scription of possible structures of adsorbed monolayers and
phase transitions between them has received considerable at-
tention in the literature, with square monolayers adsorbed on
square or rectangular substrates being one of the most stud-
ied systems.2–4 The matrix description of the structure of
adsorbed monolayers respective to the substrate allows one
to define several monolayer classes.5,6 Many different ad-
sorption systems possess hexagonal monolayer structures on
substrates with hexagonal symmetry: rare gases on metal sur-
faces and graphite, halogens on metal surfaces, alkalis on
metal surfaces, among others. Usually these systems show
interesting behavior of rotational epitaxy and many models
have been proposed up to date to describe them. The
Novaco-McTague model is the most well-known and ac-
cepted one.7,8 It describes the monolayer in terms of the elas-
tic constants and shows that the ground state of an adsorbed
monolayer could be at a nonsymmetry angle respective to the
substrate. The interaction of the adsorbate layer with the sub-
strate is assumed to be very weak and the rotational epitaxy
is mainly driven by the interactions between the adsorbate
atoms. A different model was proposed by Doering,9 who
used symmetry considerations to explain the rotational be-
havior of an adsorbed monolayer. Grey and Bohr10,11 used a
one Fourier component model for the adsorbed atom inter-
action with the surface and proposed the finite-size effect due
to surface terraces as an important contribution to rotational
epitaxy. Furthermore, Shiba12,13 proposed a theory based on
domain walls to explain the behavior of rare gases adsorbed
on the metal surface. These models predict qualitatively dif-
ferent behavior for the rotation angle of the adsorbed mono-
layer. Despite of a large number of published models, many
experimentally well-known systems cannot be described in
detail by any of them. One clear example is the alkalis on the
Ag�111� surface.14 The rotation angle behavior for hexago-

nal monolayers of K, Rb, and Cs adsorbed on Ag�111� are
markedly different than those predicted by any of the above-
mentioned models. Another example is rare-gas monolayers
on the Ag�111� surface,15 where it has been proposed that
adsorbate-substrate interaction plays an important role. The
quantitative behavior of halogen monolayers on Pt�111�,
Au�111�, and Ag�111� surfaces also remains unexplained
from the theoretical point of view.16–19 One aspect that seems
to be similar in all of the previous models of rotational epi-
taxy of adsorbed monolayers is that the interaction of the
adsorbed atom with the substrate is assumed to be weak or
described by a single term of the Fourier expansion. Al-
though such approximation has been shown to be valid for
simple pairwise interactions between the adsorbate and sub-
strate atoms,20 and confirmed for systems such as rare-gases
on graphite and Xe-Pt�111�,21–23 in the case of more complex
interactions, accurate description of the atom-surface poten-
tial requires higher-order Fourier terms.24

The Fourier expansion technique allows us to describe the
atom-surface interaction potential with prescribed accur-
acy.20,24 While it is not clear how to obtain analytic expres-
sions for the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions from ab initio
calculations, the Fourier coefficients could be obtained in
principle. The Fourier expansion of the adsorbate-substrate
interaction potential has been applied in many different stud-
ies, having the most success for physisorption systems.25 The
Fourier expansion is a completely general technique in the
sense that it can be used to describe any function with the
symmetry of the underlying surface.

In this paper, analytic theory of the infinite rigid hexago-
nal monolayer adsorbed on a well-ordered hexagonal surface
is developed. The interaction between adsorbate atoms and
the substrate is represented by a Fourier expansion with a
successively larger number of terms, up to six shells of re-
ciprocal vectors. It is shown that each Fourier term contrib-
utes to the stability of a finite number of simply commensu-
rate or high-order commensurate �HOC� structures. The
qualitative results do not depend on the values of the Fourier
coefficients. It is clearly shown that the symmetry of the
adsorbed monolayer is directly related to its energy, assum-
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ing a simple decaying behavior of the coefficients. We ex-
tend the models of Grey-Bohr and Doering, by showing that
many different paths between HOC structures could exist in
the configuration space of hexagonal monolayers. Prelimi-
nary comparison is made with real systems of halogens and
alkalis on metal surfaces and several interesting trends are
identified. However, quantitative description of any real sys-
tem requires the knowledge of the Fourier coefficients. Our
analysis indicates that an accurate description of adsorbate-
substrate interactions is required for quantitative theory of
monolayer epitaxy on well-ordered surfaces.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II the
origin of hexagonal monolayers and the rigid approximation
is discussed, Sec. III presents the development of the analytic
theory, in Sec. IV a preliminary comparison with real experi-
mental systems is done, Sec. V presents a discussion of the
obtained results. Finally, conclusions are made in Sec. VI.

II. HEXAGONAL MONOLAYERS AND RIGID
APPROXIMATION

The hexagonal monolayer structures on well-ordered sur-
faces are formed as result of minimization of the repulsive
part of the interaction potential between the adsorbate atoms.
In the case of purely repulsive adsorbate-adsorbate interac-
tion, the hexagonal monolayers are presumably the most
stable ones and simple commensurate structures would be
exclusively seen in experiments due to the effect of
adsorbate-substrate interactions. It is assumed in this study
that the lateral interaction in the monolayer is strong enough
to allow formation of rigid hexagonal arrangements, and fur-
ther accommodation is driven by the adsorbate-substrate in-
teraction exclusively. On the other hand, complex adsorbate-
adsorbate interactions could induce the rich behavior
observed in many adsorption systems, for example, the C
→SI→HI→HIR structure sequence for Xe-Pt�111�.26 The
large number of models proposed to date to explain the ro-
tational epitaxy of adsorbed monolayers allow us to conclude
that many different phenomena are important, namely the
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, finite-size effects of the sur-
face terraces, symmetry considerations, among others. The
one ingredient that seems to be overlooked by many existing
models is the detailed description of the adsorbate-substrate
interaction, i.e., the contribution of the high-order Fourier
terms, which is analyzed in this paper.

In order to verify the validity of the rigid approximation
for the monolayer description in the case of real monolayer-
surface systems, we proceed to analyze the magnitudes of the
adsorbate-substrate and the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions
in the case of I-Pt�111�,27,28 Xe-Pt�111�,29,30 and Xe-
Pd�111� �Ref. 30� systems, for which DFT calculations for
top, fcc, and bridge sites are available. That allows us to
calculate the first three coefficients of the Fourier expansion.
Unfortunately, the description of adsorption energies for dif-
ferent low-symmetry sites on the substrate, which would al-
low detailed analysis of the Fourier expansion, is available
for very few adsorption systems. The I-Pt�111� system is
chosen as an example of halogen adsorption on metal sur-
faces, which will be compared with results of the analytic

theory later. Xe-Pt�111� and Xe-Pd�111� are chosen as ex-
amples of rare-gas adsorption on metal surfaces, for which
analytic expressions for adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are
well known.31,32 In order to see if the usual one-term Fourier
expansion with VG0

coefficient is a good approximation to
the adsorbate-substrate interaction in these systems, the
�Eatop−Ebridge� / �Eatop−Efcc� ratio is used. This ratio for a
one-term expansion should be around 0.89. For I-Pt�111�,27

it is 0.78, for Xe-Pt�111�,29 it is 0.92, and for Xe-Pd�111�,30

it is 0.76. It can be seen that for the Xe-Pt�111� case, the
one-term Fourier expansion is a very good approximation,
while for I-Pt�111� and Xe-Pd�111� systems, the same can-
not be concluded. Furthermore, in the I-Pt�111� case, V�3G0
=−0.24VG0

, while for Xe-Pt�111� V�3G0
=0.05VG0

and for
Xe-Pd�111� V�3G0

=−0.08VG0
. From this simple analysis, it

seems that the Fourier expansion converges faster for phys-
isorption systems. However, a careful systematic study is
required to confirm this conjecture.

From experimental point of view, the commensurate ��3
��3�R30° and ��7��7�R19.11° structures have been found
for I-Pt�111� �Ref. 16� and Xe-Pd�111� �Refs. 33–35� sys-
tems, while only ��3��3�R30° has been found for Xe-
Pt�111�.36 Additionally, I-Pt�111� shows the commensurate
�3�3� structure16 and Xe-Pd�111� shows the high-order
commensurate �HOC� ��19��19�R23.4° structure.35 Al-
though the appearance of HOC structures for Xe-Pd�111� is
thought to happen due to residual surface contamination with
impurities, the HOC structures have been found in several
studies and the contamination should mainly block the sur-
face steps and can influence the effective lateral interaction
as it has been conjectured for the Xe-Ag�111� monolayer.15

In the next section it will be shown that the first Fourier
term �the one that generally contributes the most� vanishes
for a rigid hexagonal structure with more than one atom per
unit cell. Therefore in the vicinity of the rigid hexagonal
arrangement it should have a very small contribution. On the
contrary, the first Fourier term is fully conserved for the
��3��3�R30° structure and the second Fourier term is fully
conserved for a rigid hexagonal ��7��7�R19.11° structure
with three atoms per unit cell. Considering that these struc-
tures have been observed in experiments for I-Pt�111� and
Xe-Pd�111�, we could use the data about magnitudes of
adsorbate-substrate and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions to
estimate the necessary conditions for the theory in this paper
to be valid. The HFD-B2 model32 augmented by McLachlan
dispersion37 has been frequently used for the description of
lateral interactions of the rare-gas monolayers on metal
surfaces.31 The magnitude of lateral interactions for the Xe-
Pd�111� system should be similar to Xe-Pt�111�. Therefore
we will use the values reported in Ref. 31 for the Xe-Xe
interaction. The minimum of the HFD-B2 potential with
McLachlan dispersion for Xe-Xe is at 1.59l, where l is the
substrate lattice constant. The interatomic distance for ��3
��3�R30° structure is �3l with potential gradient of
21 meVl−1 at this point �attractive part of the interaction�
while for ��7��7�R19.11° the distance is 1.53l with gradi-
ent of −32 meVl−1 and lies on the repulsive part of the inter-
action curve. The total lateral interaction energy for rigid
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��7��7�R19.11° is −58.7 meV, while the second Fourier
coefficient in Xe-Pd�111� is 0.83 meV. It is feasible to think
that the effective lateral interaction energy does not change
its magnitude due to the blocking of the surface steps. In the
case of I-Pt�111� system, the gradient for ��7��7�R19.11°
structure is around −301 meVl−1 and the total interaction en-
ergy is of 205 meV,28 while the second Fourier coefficient is
−23.22 meV. It can be seen that the �V�3G0

/�Elateral� ratio for
��7��7�R19.11° varies from 0.03 for Xe-Pd�111� to 0.08
for I-Pt�111�. Assuming that the experimentally found struc-
tures are rigid, the theory presented in this work should be
accurate for such magnitudes of interaction.

It should be kept in mind that the performed analysis is
merely of qualitative nature, however, it should be possible
to assign quantitative limits for the validity of rigid approxi-
mation after a careful study relaxing the rigidity constraint in
different unit cells and for different interaction models.

III. ANALYTIC THEORY OF HEXAGONAL MONOLAYER
INTERACTING WITH HEXAGONAL SUBSTRATE

The interaction of an adsorbate atom with the substrate
surface is expanded in Fourier series,20,25

V�r� = V0 + �
G

VGexp�− ı Gr� , �1�

where r is the real space vector, G is the reciprocal space
vector, and VG are the Fourier coefficients. The VG coeffi-
cients usually depend on the vertical z position of the atom
on top of the surface, however, the qualitative results of the
present study do not depend on the form of the VG coeffi-
cients. Moreover, a quasi-2D model of the monolayer is as-
sumed and the VG values are taken at the equilibrium z dis-
tance, when appropriate. The difference in adsorbate-
substrate interactions between adsorption systems is
“encoded” in the Fourier coefficients. In the case of simple
pairwise interactions between the adsorbate atom and the
substrate atoms, the coefficients show fast monotonous
decay20 and a few leading terms are enough for an accurate
description of such systems. On the other hand, for more
complex interaction potentials, the behavior of Fourier coef-
ficients is not known and density-functional theory �DFT�
calculations can be used to obtain them.24,38 In this study, we
are interested in the response of an infinite rigid hexagonal
monolayer to changes in V�r�. A hexagonal monolayer can
be completely described by four variables: R—interadsorbate
distance, �—rotation angle, and �x0 ,y0�—the position on the
substrate surface. The position of every atom in a nonrotated
hexagonal monolayer is the linear combination of two vec-
tors l1=R�2,0� and l2=R�1,�3�. If the rotation of the mono-
layer by angle � is allowed, the position of an atom becomes

r = �x0 + R�2a + b�cos � − �3Rb sin �,y0 + �3Rb cos �

+ R�2a + b�sin �� , �2�

where a and b are integers. Explicitly putting the dependence
of V�r� into Eq. �1� gives

V�a,b,R,�,x0,y0� = V0 + �
G

VGexp�− ı Gr� . �3�

Furthermore, it can be shown that exp�−ıGr� can be written
in the following way:

exp�− ı Gr� = exp�− ı �Gr0 + Ca�R,�,G�a + Cb�R,�,G�b�	

= exp�− ı Gr0� � exp�− ı Ca�R,�,G�a�

� exp�− ı Cb�R,�,G�b� , �4�

where r0= �x0 ,y0�, while Ca and Cb are the terms associated
with a or b, respectively.

We would like to find a set of �R ,� ,x0 ,y0� for which

E�R,�,x0,y0� = �
a=−�

�

�
b=−�

�

V�a,b,R,�,x0,y0� �5�

is minimized. In reality we are not interested in the energy of
the infinite monolayer, as it has infinite value, but the quan-
tity we would like to minimize is the energy per atom. This
can be accomplished by rewriting Eq. �5� as an infinite limit
of a partial sum and taking into account that V�a ,b ,R ,
� ,x0 ,y0� is separable into Va�a ,R ,� ,x0 ,y0� and Vb�b ,R ,� ,
x0 ,y0�, which depend on a or b, respectively �see Eq. �4��.
By using these facts, two infinite sums in Eq. �5� can be
converted into a product of two infinite limits of a partial
sum,

Eatom�R,�,x0,y0� = lim
m→�

1

m2�
k=0

m

�
a=−k

k

Va�a,R,�,x0,y0�

� lim
m→�

1

m2�
k=0

m

�
b=−k

k

Vb�b,R,�,x0,y0� ,

�6�

where m2 is the number of terms in the double sums, which
comes from resolving a recursion equation.

In order to find the minimizers of Eq. �6�, the following
identity is used:

lim
m→�

1

m2�
k=0

m

�
a=−k

k

exp�− ı ax� = ��x − 2�n� , �7�

where � is the Dirac delta function. This identity can be
proved by seeing that the exponential terms grow slower
than m2, unless x=2�n, with integer n.

By using Eq. �7�, only the terms where Ca=2�n and Cb
=2�k simultaneously are nonzero in Eq. �6�. Therefore a
system of two coupled equations must be solved for each
Fourier term in Eq. �3�, starting from VG0

, with G0= 4�
�3l

,
where l is the substrate surface lattice constant. For example,
the first Fourier term with length G0 is cos�G0y�. Taking the
y component of real-space vector r from Eq. �2�, the system
of coupled equations becomes
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2G0R sin � = 2�n ,

G0R��3 cos � + sin �� = 2�k . �8�

This system has an infinite number of solutions, but in reality
we are only interested in an interval of R. Typically, for
atomic and small molecule adsorption, l�R�2�3l. This in-
terval corresponds to the coverage range 1

12 �	�1.
We have analyzed the solutions for the Fourier terms with

six shells of the reciprocal cell vectors, starting with vectors
of length G0. When R is restricted to a closed interval, Eatom
has a finite number of minima, due to the identity in Eq. �7�.
One could also notice that R and � are decoupled from
�x0 ,y0�, by observing the identity in Eq. �4�. We have found
that Fourier terms with reciprocal vectors of same length
yield the same solutions. Therefore each shell of the recipro-
cal cell vectors gives a certain number of solutions. The first
shell of vectors with length G0 makes the simply commen-
surate structures with one atom per unit cell stable. For l
�R�2�3l, six �R ,�� solution pairs exist: �1,0�, ��3,30�,
�2,0�, ��7,19.11�, �3,0�, �2�3,30�. The R values are in units
of the substrate lattice constant and � is in degrees. The
names of these structures in traditional surface science
notation1 are �1�1�, ��3��3�R30°, �2�2�, ��7
��7�R19.11°, �3�3�, and �2�3�2�3�R30°, respectively.
The stable �x0 ,y0� position of the adsorbate layer depends on
the sign of the VG0

coefficient: for VG0

0, the energy mini-

mum is at threefold site, while for VG0
�0 the minimum is

located at on-top site.
Higher-order Fourier terms make the high-order commen-

surate �HOC� structures also stable. One interesting fact is
that the simply commensurate structures, described above,
are stable for every Fourier term. Therefore independently of
the values of the VG coefficients, the simply commensurate
structures will always be associated with global energy
minima. The second shell of the reciprocal cell vectors
makes commensurate structures with three atoms per unit
cell stable. The third shell makes hexagonal structures with
four atoms per unit cell stable. The structures with three
atoms per unit cell are again minima for the fifth shell, while

the structures with four atoms per unit cell become minima
again until the sixth shell of the reciprocal cell vectors. The
models for all minimum structures, which appear for any of
the six shells, are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows same
structures as Fig. 1 in a topographic way of presentation �see
figure caption for more details�. Table I shows �R ,�� pairs
for stable structures obtained for any of the Fourier terms.

The polar plot of all minimum �R ,�� pairs is shown in
Fig. 3. The size of the circle is provided just as a guide to the
eye and indicates the relative energy of a certain minimum
structure assuming a simple decaying behavior of Fourier
coefficients �the larger the circle, the lower the energy�. The
circles are not drawn to scale and they just provide a quali-
tative energetic meaning. The simply commensurate struc-
tures are stable for all six shells of reciprocal vectors ana-
lyzed in this study, therefore they are indicated with the
largest circle. The VG coefficients in any real system will
clearly change the energy of the minimum structures. How-
ever, it is important to note that the minimum �R ,� ,x0 ,y0�
values do not depend on the VG’s, the coefficients only
change the relative stability of different structures. Figure 3
shows an interesting trend among the stable structures,

FIG. 1. Models of stable structures for Fourier
terms with six shells of reciprocal cell vectors.
Black filled circles are the substrate atoms, while
larger white circles are the adsorbate atoms. The
�x0 ,y0�= �0,0� case is shown, which is obtained
by putting one adsorbate atom directly on top of a
substrate atom. The number of different struc-
tures with equal symmetry �same atomic registry
but different interatomic distance� for l�R
�2�3l is given in parentheses and they are ex-
plicitly specified in Table I. �a� Stable for the six
shells �6�. �b� Stable for the second and fifth
shells �8�. �c� Stable for the third and sixth shells
�11�. �d� Stable for fourth shell �42�. �e� Stable for
the fifth shell �22�. �f� Stable for the sixth shell
�22�.

FIG. 2. Same structures as in Fig. 1 presented in topographic
view. The color scale goes from bright �on-top site� to dark �three-
fold site�. Note the decrease in symmetry with higher-order Fourier
terms. The images were generated by ALSA software, see Ref. 39 for
more details.
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namely hexagonal pattern can be clearly identified if points
corresponding to minimum structures from the same shell of
reciprocal vectors are connected.

It is also worth noticing that the lower-order Fourier terms
vanish for HOC structures with a certain number of atoms
per unit cell. For example, the first Fourier term vanishes for
all rigid hexagonal structures with more than one atom per
unit cell. The first and second Fourier terms vanish for a
structure with more than three atoms per unit cell. This con-
clusion can be further extended by observing the HOC struc-
tures in Figs. 1 and 2 and their relation to specific Fourier
terms.

IV. COMPARISON WITH REAL EXPERIMENTAL
SYSTEMS

In order to verify if our model could describe any real
experimental results, we made comparison with iodine ad-
sorbed on the Pt�111� surface and K, Rb, and Cs adsorbed on
the Ag�111� surface. Iodine on the Pt�111� surface is known

to form four different commensurate structures: ��3
��3�R30° with one atom per unit cell, ��7��7�R19.11°
with three atoms per unit cell, �3�3�−sym and �3�3�
−asym with four atoms per unit cell.16,40,41 The alkalis form
wide variety of commensurate and incommensurate struc-
tures on the Ag�111� surface.14,42 Both systems possess sev-
eral different high-order commensurate structures, which in-
dicates the complexity of the Fourier expansion of the
adsorbate-substrate interaction potential. Interestingly, the
adsorbate-adsorbate interaction is thought to be dominated
by repulsive forces in both cases. For alkali atoms, the
charge-transfer effects along with the substrate-mediated in-
teractions are presumably responsible for an effective repul-
sive interaction,14,42,43 while several forces contribute in the
case of interhalogen interactions.16,27,44,45 As it was already
mentioned above, the repulsive forces favor the formation of
hexagonal monolayers. Therefore the theory developed here
would seem to be most suitable for such kind of system.
Figure 4 shows the same data of Fig. 3 along with several
possible trajectories53 for I-Pt�111� and K, Rb, and Cs on
Ag�111�. Clearly, the experimentally observed trajectories

TABLE I. �R ,�� values for stable structures for any combination of Fourier terms, up to the sixth shell of
reciprocal cell vectors �RCV� for l�R�2�3l, where l is the substrate surface lattice constant. R is reported
in units of l, while � is reported in degrees. The first row indicates the simple commensurate structures with
one atom per unit cell, which are stable for any of the sixth shells of RCV. The second row shows the
structures with three atoms per unit cell. The stable structures for other high-order Fourier terms follow.

�R ,��

All Six �1,0.00� ��3,30.00� �2,0.00� ��7,19.11� �3,0.00�
�2�3,30.00�

2nd�5th �2/�3,30.00� �1.5275,10.89� �2.0817,16.10� �2.3094,30.00� �2.5166,6.59�
�2.8868,30.00� �3.0551,10.89� �3.2146,21.05�

3rd�6th �1.3229, 19.11� �1.5000, 0.00� �1.8028, 13.90� �2.1794, 23.41� �2.2913, 10.89�
�2.5000, 0.00� �2.5981, 30.00� �2.7839, 8.95� �3.0414, 25.28� �3.1225, 16.10�
�3.2787, 7.59�

4th �1.0000, 21.79� �1.1339, 19.11� �1.3093, 10.89� �1.3628, 27.00� �1.3628, 5.21�
�1.5119, 19.11� �1.6475, 17.48� �1.6475, 4.31� �1.7321, 8.21� �1.8898, 19.11�
�1.9640, 10.89� �2.0000, 21.79� �2.1044, 10.16� �2.1044, 28.05� �2.2678, 19.11�
�2.2991, 15.61� �2.2991, 6.18� �2.3604, 24.79� �2.3604, 3.00� �2.4785, 11.52�
�2.4785, 26.70� �2.6186, 10.89� �2.6458, 2.68� �2.7255, 27.00� �2.7255, 5.21�
�2.8536, 12.52� �2.8536, 25.69� �2.9520, 14.56� �2.9520, 7.22� �3.0000, 21.79�
�3.0237, 19.11� �3.0938, 28.68� �3.0938, 6.89� �3.2293, 13.29� �3.2293, 24.92�
�3.2733, 10.89� �3.2950, 17.48� �3.2950, 4.31� �3.3594, 2.11� �3.3594, 23.90�
�3.4017, 19.11� �3.4641, 8.21�

5th �1.2019, 13.90� �1.3333, 0.00� �1.4530, 23.41� �1.6667, 0.00� �1.7638, 19.11�
�1.8559, 8.95� �2.0276, 25.28� �2.1858, 7.59� �2.3333, 0.00� �2.3333, 21.79�
�2.4037, 13.90� �2.6034, 26.33� �2.6667, 0.00� �2.7285, 12.22� �2.8480, 5.82�
�2.9059, 23.41� �2.9627, 17.00� �3.1798, 27.00� �3.1798, 5.21� �3.2830, 15.30�
�3.3333, 0.00� �3.3830, 9.83�

6th �1.0408, 16.10� �1.2583, 6.59� �1.4434, 30.00� �1.6073, 21.05� �1.7559, 4.72�
�1.8930, 22.41� �2.0207, 30.00� �2.0207, 8.21� �2.2546, 3.67� �2.3629, 17.78�
�2.4664, 24.18� �2.5658, 13.00� �2.7538, 24.79� �2.7538, 3.00� �2.8431, 14.70�
�2.9297, 20.17� �3.0139, 5.50� �3.1754, 30.00� �3.2532, 2.54� �3.3292, 12.52�
�3.3292, 25.69� �3.4034, 17.27�
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depend on the exact values of the VG coefficients and the
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Therefore the results pre-
sented here can be regarded at most qualitative. However,
several interesting points can be made as a result of compari-
son of this analytic model with real experimental systems. It

is worth to observe that in the case of I-Pt�111�, the obvious
trajectory is a straight line in polar coordinates of the corre-
sponding �R ,�� space. For K, Rb, and Cs on Ag�111�, sev-
eral trajectories are possible between �2�2� and ��7
��7�R19.11°, passing through different high-order com-
mensurate �HOC� structures. Close agreement to experimen-
tal results of Leatherman et al.14 can be obtained by follow-
ing the trajectory marked by �b� in Fig. 4, which transformed
into Cartesian coordinates in �R ,�� space, gives the experi-
mental � vs R curve. However, in order to prove that
adsorbate-substrate interactions play a decisive role in deter-
mining the rotational epitaxy of alkalis on Ag�111�, the exact
values of VG coefficients should be calculated for �2�2� and
��7��7�R19.11° structures. This should be possible by em-
ploying density-functional theory �DFT� calculations, which
have been frequently used for halogens24,27,44,46–48 and
alkalis43,49,50 adsorbed on metal surfaces.

Doering9 proposed a model based on symmetry consider-
ations of the monolayer and identified a special trajectory in
the �R ,�� space for hexagonal monolayer on hexagonal sub-
strate. Grey and Bohr10,11 used a one-component Fourier ex-
pansion and, assuming a finite-size effect due to surface ter-
races, found a similar trajectory proposed by Doering. One
should note that the theory developed in this paper extends
the models by Doering and Grey-Bohr by taking several
shells of the reciprocal cell vectors into account. Clearly, the
VG coefficients introduce additional degrees of freedom for
the possible trajectories in the �R ,�� space.

V. DISCUSSION

Before going into further discussion, it should be empha-
sized that at the present time no single model can describe
the rich epitaxial behavior of adsorbed monolayers. Hereby
the effect of adsorbate-substrate interaction on the hexagonal
monolayer adsorbed on hexagonal-substrate is analyzed,
which was generally overlooked by previous theories. We
show that a rigorous analytical treatment is possible when
the adsorbate-substrate interaction is described by Fourier
expansion with any number of terms. It still remains to be
seen if the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction can be included
analytically or a numerical procedure should be developed
for this purpose. However, it should be mentioned that ana-
lytic expressions for adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are
only known for a few physisorption systems.31,51,52 In the
case of chemisorption, i.e., for halogens and alkalis adsorbed
on metal surfaces, even a qualitative picture of interactions is
not available. Although, in its present form, the theory lacks
consideration of interactions between the adsorbate atoms, it
should be exact when the interaction around commensurate
structures is repulsive and strong enough to form rigid hex-
agonal monolayers.

Figure 4 identifies several possible trajectories in the
�R ,�� space of hexagonal monolayers, which connect the
experimentally observed structures. These linear trajectories
correspond to models of Doering9 and Grey-Bohr,10,11 which
used symmetry considerations and finite-size effects respec-
tively, to explain the rotation behavior of hexagonal mono-

FIG. 3. �Color online� �R ,�� plot of stable structures in polar
coordinates. The values of variables are l�R�2�3l and 0° ��
�30°. This limit can be imposed on � due to the hexagonal sym-
metry of the monolayer. The figure legend specifies the reciprocal
vector shells for which a certain structure is a minimum. Hexagonal
patterns can be clearly identified if the points which belong to mini-
mum structures with the same symmetry are connected. The size of
the circle is provided just as a guide to the eye, assuming that the
Fourier coefficients show decaying behavior. Namely, the size
changes from 6 to 1.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Same information as in Fig. 3 with sev-
eral proposed trajectories for I-Pt�111� and K, Rb, and Cs on
Ag�111�. One possible trajectory for I-Pt�111� is marked by a�. The
dashed line indicates a simple linear trajectory of rotational epitaxy
for alkalis on the Ag�111� surface. Close agreement with experi-
mental data of Leatherman et al. �Ref. 14� can be obtained by
following the trajectory b�.
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layers. We show that for alkalis on Ag�111� different trajec-
tory is required to fit experimental results. In general, many
pathways are possible depending on the values of the Fourier
coefficients. Detailed description of these pathways could be
important for understanding of phase transitions in adsorbed
monolayers.

Several microscopic theories have been proposed for de-
tailed characterization of structures of adsorbed monolayers
and phase transitions between them. One of the most studied
systems are the square monolayers on square and rectangular
substrates.2–4 However, the adsorbate-substrate interaction
potential has been generally described as a one-parameter
Fourier expansion or in terms of the Lennard-Jones potential.
The interaction between the adsorbate species has been as-
sumed to be of Lennard-Jones type as well. It would be
interesting to see how the results of these studies are affected
if larger Fourier expansion is used for the description of the
adsorbate-substrate interaction potential.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An analytic theory of hexagonal monolayer interacting
with hexagonal substrate is presented. The interaction is de-
scribed by a Fourier expansion with up to six shells of recip-
rocal cell vectors. Several simple commensurate and high-
order commensurate �HOC� structures are found to be stable,
and a clear correspondence between energy and symmetry of
the adsorbed monolayer is established. Preliminary compari-

son with experimental epitaxial behavior of real systems,
such as iodine adsorbed on Pt�111� surface and alkalis on
Ag�111� surface is promising. Several trajectories are iden-
tified in �R ,�� space of the hexagonal monolayers, which
seem to describe the experimental data rather well. However,
one should keep in mind that coefficients of the Fourier ex-
pansion must be calculated in order to make better compari-
son. DFT calculations should be most adequate for such pur-
pose and could be readily performed. The present study
identifies adsorbate-substrate interaction as an important
contribution for understanding detailed behavior of mono-
layer epitaxy on well-ordered surfaces. Furthermore, I be-
lieve that this theory is exact when the interaction between
adsorbate species is repulsive around commensurate struc-
tures and strong enough to form rigid hexagonal monolayers.
Extensions of this theory to different monolayer or substrate
symmetry are straightforward.
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